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If you can receive the newsletter electronically you will be able to
enjoy more direct links to articles which unfortunately cannot be
received by those receiving the paper copy . Just contact me and I
will add you on to the electronic circulation.

David

If you missed any of the services for June or July or you
are not on our Sunday Service distribution list you can
catch up from our Website
http://newburymethodistchurch.org.uk/newsletter/weekly-notices/.
And click on the appropriate week. Some weeks the full
service is available as a Facebook Service and this is
indicated at the start of the service sheet.

Church Website : www.newburymethodistchurch.org.uk

This Month

Welcome to all our readers both near and far. This month we have
contributions from a variety of people based on “Out and About” and
on “Pets” (mainly dogs) but not all! Dog walks and Out and About have
given us a cross section of photos for everyone to enjoy. Many
thanks to everyone who has taken the time to send me their articles
and photos.
As August approaches and with some relaxation of restrictions on
Days out and Holiday Breaks so possible articles and/or photos would
be welcome. Myles has already been on one day trip and as you will
read, The Wood family are off for a barge holiday shortly. Look
forward to receiving your articles and photos on these subjects or
anything else you would like to write about

www.newburymethodistchurch.org.uk
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Family News Update

James Lloyd

We are delighted to learn that James achieved a
First in his Masters Degree in Mathematics at
Cardiff University.
James is at present contemplating the next step
on his journey. Many congratulations James and
every blessing for your future career.

Mikey & Agi Harper

For those of you who remember
the Harper Family, we are
delighted to announce that Agi &
Mikey, the youngest of Brian and
Philippa’s three sons, are now
the proud parents of identical
twin boys, William and George.
Our warmest congratulations to
Agi & Mikey and the whole
family.
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Mavis

For those of you who do not know Mavis has been in Basingstoke
Hospital following a chest infection.
She has had many investigations/tests which have been mostly proved
negative.
She is a present waiting to be transferred to Newbury Hospital. They
will be helping Mavis to become more mobile before she returns home.

Janet

We are sorry to share that Janet Turner has been diagnosed with a
nasty bout of shingles.
We pray for a speedy recovery for Janet and Jim as he continues to
care for her.

Email from Tessa Bennett

Received this email from, Tessa which I thought I would share with you.
I hope this email finds you safe and well. Thank you so much for sending
the Newbury newsletter, it is a lovely way to feel connected to the
church as I miss you all very much.
I'm keeping busy in the week with Foodbank and town-centre chaplaincy,
and then hosting our Sunday service on Zoom each week. I have become
quite a whizz on Zoom now - Alan would be amazed!

Some of our churches in the Basingstoke and Reading circuit are making
preparations to re-open but I think it will be a slow process and will
depend very much on the design of buildings and ages of congregations
as many over 70's are still self-isolating.
Anyway, I'm hoping to see you all again in the not too distant future!

With love and blessings

Tessa
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Update on Church Council and the annual appointment of officials
for the next church year

As I am sure you will have realized it has not been possible to hold our
normal church meetings over the past four months. This includes the
General Church Meeting which was due at the end of April and the
Church Council Meeting that should have taken place on the 2 July 2020.
This Church Council meeting is the one where the appointment of officials
is confirmed for the next church year starting on 1 September. We were
advised by the District that this essential business needs to be completed
still and therefore it was decided that this would be done via a letter to all
the members of church council setting out the reappointment of those
officials happy to stand again and two proposals for new appointments.
Each member of church council then confirmed to Barbara Garnsworthy,
as church secretary, their agreement (or otherwise!) to the appointments.
I am pleased to say that all the appointments were confirmed
unanimously.
The list of appointments are confirmed below. The changes are that
Maurice Goodship has stepped down from being a pastoral visitor and
Margaret Salter has stood down as a representative to Church Council
from the General Church Meeting and I should like to take this
opportunity to thank them both for their many years of service in their
respective roles which has been much appreciated.
I am delighted to say that we have found a replacement for both roles in
Janice Scott and I know that she has already started to make herself
known to those in her new pastoral group.

Church Stewards
Alison Hutchins (Senior Steward), David Vaughan, Alan Green, Jeanette
Smith and Kathy Scott
Office Holders
Jeanette Smith – Church Treasurer
Barbara Garnsworthy – Church Council Secretary
Margaret Smith – Pastoral Secretary
George Branford Rosemary Evans, Gerald and Erica Gassor, Andrea
George, Mary Powell, Margaret Salter, Janice Scott, Margaret Smith,
Jim Turner and Barbara West – Pastoral Visitors
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Peter George – Gift Aid Secretary
Rosemary Evans, Peter George, Alison Hutchins, Sue Lloyd, Jeanette
Smith, Barbara West, Val Whorton and Muriel Wood – Communion
Stewards
David and Doris Vaughan – Representatives to Circuit Meeting
Rosemary Evans, Rosie Greenhalgh, Elizabeth High, Anne Jones, Gill
Moore, Janice Scott, Ben Wood and Muriel Wood – Representatives to
Church Council from the General Church Meeting Ray Hoyle –
Independent Examiner

In addition to the above changes approved by church council I would
also like to advise you that Barbara Garnsworthy has replaced Jim
Turner as worship secretary following his decision to step down and I
would like to thank Jim for his years of hard work in this role which has
been much appreciated.

If you have any questions regarding the above please do not hesitate
to contact me.

Best wishes,
Alison Hutchins

WHAT’S HAPPENING DURING LOCKDOWN
In Japan in the last seven days......
The Origami Bank has folded.
Sumo Bank has gone belly up.
Bonsai Bank has announced plans to cut some of its branches.
Karaoke Bank is up for sale and going for a song
Shares in Kamikaze Bank have nose-dived.
500 staff at Karate Bank have got the chop.
There are reports of something fishy at Sushi Bank where staff fear
getting a raw deal.
Germany is now advising people to stock up on sausages and cheese -
this is called the wurst käse scenario.

Thank you to Rosie for this
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CTNA SATURDAY PRAYER BREAKFAST

You are welcome to our next virtual CTNA Saturday
Prayer Breakfast. Kindly contact John Bramhall on

johnbramuk@yahoo.co.uk for the meeting link if you are
available to join. " .... The prayer of a righteous person is

powerful and effective." James 5:16

Date: 9th August 2020

The Methodist Prayer Handbook
The Earth is the LORD'S
2020/2021 The Year of Prayer

The Earth is the LORD’s, inspired by Psalm 24:1, recognises
how human activities are having a major impact on the life
systems of our world.
Use these prayers of thanksgiving, penitence and
intercession to resolve that, with God’s help, we may take
responsibility for our actions and, as stewards of God’s gift
to us, participate in the healing of creation.

Publication date: August, 2020
Pre-order your copies here

2020/2021: A Year of Prayer for The Methodist Church

The Conference has declared 2020/2021 a Year of Prayer to support the new
Connexional Strategy for Evangelism and Growth. Districts, circuits, churches,
and individuals are invited to pray for the Methodist Church as we deepen our
commitment to be a growing, evangelistic, inclusive, justice-seeking Church of
gospel people.
Simple guidance around different ways to pray will be available on the Methodist
Church website as well as information for a weekly online Church-wide 'prayer
meeting'. This will draw on the rich diversity of Methodist traditions and
leadership to help the whole Church journey deeper into prayer together.

mailto:johnbramuk@yahoo.co.uk
https://www.methodistpublishing.org.uk/features/methodist-prayer-handbook-20202021-the-earth-is-the-lords?utm_source=Methodist%20Church%20House&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=11630665_Methodist%20Prayer%20Handbook%202020%2F2021%3A%20The%20Earth%20is%20the%20LORD%27s&dm_i=BVI,6XAA1,NYXMWA,RU4YJ,1
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Here at Mallard Court we're
lucky enough to have pretty
grounds maintained for us (see
photo of our entrance). I look
sideways onto this, and very
colourful it is, too!

Dorothy P

Mallard Court
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Our First Garden

Let me tell you about our very first garden, in Trinidad (in the
British West Indies, as it was, then). Again, a company estate, so
gangs of workers kept it in train! However, you could keep rabbits
or hens etc, and plant colourful shrubs - hibiscus, and such - to
attract the hummingbirds.

Our garden sloped away to the reservoir - a large lake, primarily
for supplying cooling water to the refinery. However, it had water
lilies, flamboyants (scarlet blooms), pui (which bloomed bright
yellow three times before the wet season) planted around it.
There were tulip trees (as big as a horse chestnut, and covered in
pink and white tulips). Really not many flower beds at all.

As a backdrop, casuarina trees were planted to shield us from the
view of the refinery! They look like larch trees but of course
never drop their needles. At Christmas, people cut off a side
branch as a Christmas tree. Lots of coconut palms but they grow
mostly on the coasts.

In our flamboyant tree there hovered an iguana. He climbed in at
night, and left by leaping into the lake.

This was our first garden. Howard never became a gardener; he
just liked to sit in one!

Dorothy P
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Yesterday Myles and I went out in the car
to near Aldermaston whilst I delivered
some valves to be tested. The man I
know who has the equipment to do this
lives at Calliver Park business centre.
You do not usually get valves in these
days but I am refurbishing a Tandberg
(Norwegian ) radio and the whole set will
not run well if one in particular is under
par.

We both took sandwiches for a possible impromptu picnic, but Myles
knew how to get back on the A4 at Woolhampton where the general
shop sells coffee and sandwiches to the travelling public. We took our
time and had a very pleasant afternoon. Apart from a severe pothole
and a magnificent sleeping policeman it was a good ride.
At least I will probably need to collect them when Steve has
processed them. I suggested the trip out because Steve could not
come for them and I could see that the journey would allow both of us
to get away from home for some hours.
I am getting a bit bored with Lockdown and I think that Myles is too,
so the trip out was good for both of us. We left his house at about
10.45hrs and got there at about twelve or twelve thirty. When we
had made contact with the people there that is when Myles
suggested the coffee shop and coffee.
We saw two or three instances of the number 1 bus which has now
gone back to it's route and timetable I think.
Generally I keep myself occupied, and the new computer build is in
progress, but not complete yet. I need some screws ( on order ) to
hold in the hard disk. (A little metal box with items in side which
spend their life scanning discs to keep your computer running) It is
the part of a computer that is the main memory with storage when
the power is off and provides the things to do for the rest of the
system when it is switched on.

Alan Foote.

News on how Alan has been keeping himself
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The Methodist Conference 2020

New President and
Vice-President of the
Methodist Conference

for 2020/21
inducted online

The Revd Richard Teal has been elected and inducted as the new President of
the Methodist Conference, taking over from the Revd Dr Barbara Glasson. The
induction took place on Saturday 27 June at Cliff College in Derbyshire, as part
of the Methodist Conference which is, for the first time, taking place online.
During his lifetime John Wesley chaired the Methodist Conference but after his
death the Conference determined to elect a President annually.
Richard Teal comes from a farming background, having grown up in the
Yorkshire Dales. He has spent the majority of his ministry in rural areas,
including 11 years as Chair of the Cumbria District. He is now Superintendent
of the Driffield Hornsea Circuit in East Yorkshire.
In his Conference address Richard Teal focused on how the last few months
of coronavirus and lockdown had affected the Church:
“Who would ever have thought a few months ago we would have had to close
our doors and lock them, even at Easter! Many of our congregations are feeling
totally disorientated, fearful and cut off from the fellowship we enjoy with each
other.”

Looking ahead at how the world can adapt to the impact of the pandemic, the
President said:
“Not a return to the same old same old but a church which has the reputation
for transformation, for recreation and for empowerment of what we are living
through in the present in response to a faithful God who redeems history and
promises the brightest of futures.”
The President chose the final words of John Wesley as his theme for this year,
’The best of all is, God is with us’.
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The Vice-President, Carolyn Lawrence, was also elected and inducted this
afternoon. A teacher by training, Carolyn was an educational mission partner
in Guyana and has worked in a voluntary capacity within the Methodist Church
as a preacher and leader. More recently she has worked with the Global
Relationships team of the Methodist Church helping to engage people with our
worldwide network of Partner Churches. She is also part of the World
Federation of Methodist and Uniting Church Women.
Carolyn spoke of her passion for the world church in her address to the
Conference:
“One thing that I find awe inspiring about the church is that you can be
anywhere in the country or the world and know that you can find family.”
“I have had the experience of worshipping with Christians in lots of different
places in the world, most recently on my visit to the Methodist Church in Brazil.
Here the church is growing at an amazing rate and I was blown away by their
passion for God’s word, their commitment to prayer, their systematic and
strategic approach to evangelism, theological training and pastoral care and
the exuberance and joy of their worship. During the year to come I hope to
share some of the key principles of church growth that I have learned from the
church in Brazil as I believe they can also be applied to our church here in
Britain.”
The text and video of the Presidential address is available here.
The text and video of the Vice-Presidential address available is here

The Methodist Conference has voted for progress towards radical
change to support the Church’s engagement in God’s mission
The Conference voted through the next steps of work around plans to simplify
the oversight and trustee structure of the Methodist Church in Britain with the
aim of providing greater support; enabling ministry, mission and broader
strategic thinking; and promoting better coordination.
Representative heard that the changes are necessary in order to ensure the
Church can better comply with its obligations as a charity and so energies can
be directed and focused on the mission of the Church.
A raft of proposals for change to the current structure were voted to be
progressed to the next stage including reviewing the number of Church
Councils, a review of the size of the Conference and a wide-ranging review of
the constitution and function of all Connexional committees.
The work will be done with the EDI, Faith and Order and Law and Polity
committees and will be reported to the 2021 Conference with proposals for
change from the 2022 Conference.

The Methodist Conference 2020

https://www.methodist.org.uk/about-us/the-methodist-conference/conference-2020/presidency/the-presidents-address-to-the-methodist-conference-2020/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?reload=9&v=v8AKsOJPvhg
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The Connexional Secretary, Doug Swanney said: “Conference has voted
resoundingly to indicate a desire for change in how we govern ourselves to
ensure that we can properly focus on our calling into God’s mission. This is
an important step in a journey which will continue for the next year as
detailed work is done on the outline proposals shared with the Conference
today. The signal to continue with this work is an important indication that
we are continuing to respond to the call of God and are willing to question
some fundamental issues at the heart of how we are relevant in the present
age.”

New President and Vice-President of the Methodist
Conference elected for 2021/22

The Methodist Conference has elected the Revd
Sonia Hicks to serve as President and Barbara
Easton to serve as Vice-President, starting their

year of office when the Representative Session of
the Methodist Conference opens in Birmingham in

June 2021.
Sonia Hicks, who has served as a Circuit

Superintendent in three connexions: Britain, the
Methodist Church in the Caribbean and Americas and the Methodist Church

in Ireland (MCI), said:
“As a Black person born in the UK, it is a great privilege to serve the church
family I love in this new way. I will do all I can to honour this choice of the

Methodist Conference and enable British Methodism to celebrate our God-
given diversity.”

Sonia’s commitment to oppose all forms of injustice began was a member
of the Youth Exchange to Zimbabwe. She has since been Convenor of the

World Relief and Development Committee for MCI, and has served as a
Trustee for both All We Can and Christian Aid Ireland.

Sonia Hicks has also served on the South East District Synod Planning
Group, on the Methodist Diaconal Order Leadership Group and on the

Ministerial Candidates and Probationers Oversight Committee.

The Methodist Conference 2020
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Barbara Easton’s vocation has been the world of education.
Before becoming Connexional Director of Education in 2014
she was an RE teacher, inclusion and interfaith specialist
and secondary headteacher in the West Midlands. She now
leads the Methodist Academies and Schools Trust,
committed to shaping our schools as diverse communities of
empowerment and transformation in their work at the
margins of the church.
On hearing of her election Barbara said: “I am delighted and

deeply honoured to have been called to serve the Methodist people as Vice-
President of the Conference. Thank you to all those who have walked with me
on the journey – I am grateful for your prayers. I am aware that I will take on the
vice-presidency at a time which is both challenging and exciting for our church,
and I promise to work faithfully and thoughtfully as we move into this new
future.”
Barbara is a local preacher and has regularly volunteered at 3Generate and
Greenbelt. Through international Methodist education and her upcoming role
for global Methodist Women, she seeks for Methodism to have an impact
greater than the sum of its parts.
The role of President of the Methodist Conference is reserved for

presbyters and that of Vice-President for lay people or deacons.

The Methodist

Reminder of Live-streamed services -Worship services
We hope the four options below will offer some breadth from our tradition.
We are working in collaboration with:
Methodist Central Hall Westminster - Sundays at 11am https://mchw.live

Wesley's Chapel London who will live-stream from the chapel (the Minister
lives on the premises) Sundays 11am
www.youtube.com/channel/UCUAUqhmhevz5sqhh72LIMxA

Swan Bank Methodist Church in Burslem, this worship will be studio based –
with strict distancing rules being followed Sundays 10:30
www.youtube.com/user/SwanBank and www.facebook.com/swanbank/

Sthie ('At home')
To join in a very different worship experience, try Sthie ('At home') from the Isle
of Man (see image of Peel Hill, right, by Andy Fishburne). Join in live on
Sundays by joining a Facebook group. For details see
www.andyfishburne.com/2020/03/15/sthie-at-home-online-worship/
You can watch previous live-streamed videos at
www.youtube.com/andyfishburne

https://mchw.live/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCUAUqhmhevz5sqhh72LIMxA
https://www.youtube.com/user/SwanBank
https://www.facebook.com/swanbank/
https://andyfishburne.com/2020/03/15/sthie-at-home-online-worship/
https://www.youtube.com/andyfishburne
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TV quiz Questions

1. Which girl group performed during the opening minutes of Channel 5’s
launch in 1997 in the UK?
2. In what year did Coronation Street first air on ITV?
3. How many episodes of Game of Thrones are there?
4. Which British TV show recorded the largest audience for a single episode
with over 30 million viewers?
5 Where is Strictly Come Dancing filmed?
6 In what year did long-running children’s programme Blue Peter first
broadcast in the UK?
7 Who played Rodney Trotter in Only Fools and Horses?
8 Which actor portrayed Inspector Morse?
9 Who became the first female presenter of Question Time in 2019?
10 What is the name of Rene’s wife in ‘Allo ‘Allo?
11 What is the capital of Westeros in Game of Thrones?
12 What is the name of the prison in the popular BBC sitcom Porridge
starring Ronnie Barker?
13 Which well-known Welsh village was the primary set for the 1960s TV
show The Prisoner?
14 In which fictional town was the sitcom Dad’s Army set?
15 Which comedian and actor plays Alan Partridge?
16 In which city do Ross and Rachel get married in Friends?
17 Who presents Dragons’ Den?
18 In 1995, more than 22 million people tuned into a special BBC Panorama
interview with Princess Diana. Which journalist conducted the interview?
19 What colour is Thunderbird 2 piloted by Virgil Tracy in Thunderbirds?
20 Which member of The Beatles narrated the first series of Thomas the
Tank Engine on TV?
21 Friends ended in May 2004 after how many seasons?
22 Long-running ITV police drama The Bill was set in which fictional suburb?
23 Who played Alf Garnett in Till Death Us Do Part?
24 Who played Queen Elizabeth II in the first two seasons of The Crown?
25 Which TV show features Miranda Hobbes and Samantha Jones?
26 Ant and Dec first worked together on which children’s TV drama?
27 Which entertainment show featured the phrase, ‘Tonight Matthew, I’m
going to be…’?
28 Which Cold Feet character died in a shock car crash?
29 Name Casualty’s longest-serving character.
30 What is the name of Miranda Hart’s best friend in her hit sitcom?

You may have been able to watch more television over the last few
months but do you really know your TV Programmes and characters?
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Can you imagine having to face Coronavirus without access to running water
and soap? In cramped and unhygienic conditions, where social distancing
simply isn’t possible?This is the reality faced by our brothers and sisters
across the globe, right now.
Cox’s Bazar, in Bangladesh, is home to the world’s largest refugee camp.
Here, Coronavirus is an urgent and ever present danger. In a situation
where life is already desperately hard for the inhabitants of the camps, this
disease could spread rapidly, as sanitation facilities are scant and social
distancing near impossible. With the recent news of cases of Coronavirus
detected within the camps, this threat is more urgent than ever.
Your gift of £34 could help support an isolation centre for a day providing
personal protective equipment (PPE); medical supplies and technical
support to isolation beds.
The generosity of people like you is already supporting the installation of
1000 isolation beds as part of a wider health sector response. Your gift
today can help ensure these vulnerable communities stand strong in the
face of this pandemic.
Any gift, no matter how small, will make a vital difference. It is a message to
communities all over the world that you care deeply about them, and that you
are committed to standing alongside them. Now, more than ever before, we
must stand together as a global community to combat this deadly pandemic.
Please know that my prayers are with you and your loved ones, as we
journey through this difficult time together with our global neighbours.
Pray. Give. Save Lives.
With heartfelt thanks,
Graeme Hodge
Chief Executive Please Donate

Other ways to donate ; To donate over the phone, please call our friendly
Supporter Care team on 020 7467 5132
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Answers to last month’s quiz questions

Flower Quiz

1 Dog Violet 12 Convolvulus
2 Field Poppy 13 Red Clover
3 Dog Rose 14 Purple Loosestrife
4 Bluebell 15 Yellow Flag Iris
5 Primrose 16 Common Vetch
6 Red Campion 17 Cuckoo Flower
7 Lesser Celandine 18 Birds Foot Trefoil
8 Herb Robert 19 Water Lily
9 Milk Wort 20 Biting Stonecrop
10 Rock Rose 21 Creeping Thistle
11 Marsh Marigold

Which place of worship is this?

Bath Abbey
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Answers to
True or
False

1. Some animals can get sunburn True (Certain animals are more
susceptible to sunburn than others, particularly those with shorter hair and
light-coloured skin. Dogs, cats, horses and cows, for example, often get
sunburn on their noses and the tips of their ears during hot summer days.)
2. No cat likes water False (it's true that house cats would probably rather
sleep on a bed of nails than get in the bathtub, but many of the big cats enjoy
splashing around. Bengal tigers, in particular, are fond of lakes and streams,
and can often be seen playing together in the water, both in the zoo and in the
wild.)
3. Jack is the most common boy’s name in children’s nursery rhymes True.
4. Eyes remain the same size from birth to adulthood True
5 Frogs have to drink lots of water False (Frogs don’t drink at all. They are
unique creatures that actually absorb water through their skins to stay
hydrated, so they don’t have to imbibe any water through their mouths.)
6 The Eiffel Tower is in Berlin False (It is in Paris)
7 Welsh rarebit is another name for egg on toast False (Cheese)
8 Elephants eat with their noses True (Elephants use their noses as forks
and spoons. They do not actually swallow their food through their noses, but
lift branches, grass and other pieces of vegetation with their strong trunks,
then curl the food into their mouths.)
9 There are eight colours in a rainbow False (Seven)
10 Camels can walk 100 miles in the desert without water True (Camels can
traverse up to 100 desert miles without a drop to drink. Once they have
access to water, however, they can consume up to 30 gallons in as few as 13
minutes.)
11. Chimpanzees are nocturnal False (Chimps are often observed playing,
eating or walking at night, but they are actually day creatures. They can be
found sleeping during the day and during the night. This is often related to the
weather.)
12. The Tardis is the name of Dr Strange’s time machine False (Dr Who)
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13. in the human body, the patella is commonly known as the elbow False
(Kneecap)

14. Justin Bieber was born in Manchester False (Canada)
15. The hummingbird egg is the world’s smallest bird egg True
(Hummingbirds lay the smallest eggs, while ostriches lay the largest. ln
fact,ostrich eggs are so big that it can take up to two hours to hard-boil
them.)
16. Whales have belly buttons True (They are mammals)
17. Mars is the planet nearest to the Sun False (Mercury)
18. Scientists have discovered a new species in the North Sea called a bone
eating snot flower True (lt's a worm-like animal found in the bones of dead
whales)
19. No plants live in the sea False (Seagrass, mangroves etc)
20. Stockholm is the capital of Norway False (Oslo)
21. Africa is the largest continent on Earth False (Asia)
22. The great white shark is the biggest fish in the world False (The whale
shark is, followed by the basking shark, which is native to our waters)
23. The bootlace worm is the longest animal in the world True (lt can grow
over 30 metres long, they are sometimes found in rock pools)
24. Sharks are colour-blind False (Many sharks have excellent eyesight)
25. Crabs can only walk sideways False (Spider crabs and others walk

forwards)
26. There is a deep-sea eel that can swallow animals the same size as itself
in one gulp True (it's called the gulper eel)
27. Some fish communicate by breaking wind True (Some members of the
herring family communicate by emitting high pitched sounds from their anus)
28. The biggest crab in the world grows to the size of a small car True
(Deep-sea Japanese spider crab)
29. A group of jellyfish is called a smack True
30. Sharks have bony skeletons False (Sharks’ skeletons are made of
cartilage)
31. Seaweed is poisonous False (Seaweed is used to make many types of
food including, sweets, ice-cream and toothpaste.)
32. A shark called a cookie-cutter shark has been blamed for cutting holes in
submarines True (lt uses its strange shaped jaw to bite chunks out of
whales, dolphins and bigger sharks)
33. A dolphin is a very big fish False (lt’s a mammal)
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34. Barnacles are small shrimp-like animals that live their adult lives with
their heads cemented to a rock catching food with their feet True.
35. Coral reefs only live in warm tropical seas False (There are deep-
water coral reefs in the Arctic)
36. When starfish eat, their stomachs come out of their bodies to digest
their food True
37. A sea anemone’s mouth is also its bottom True
38. There are 10 different types of penguin that live in the North Pole
False (Penguins only live in the southern hemisphere so there are none)
39. When Seahorses have babies it is the male who gives birth True
40. Sea anemones often have tiny plants living inside their bodies True
(Symbiotic algae)

One of Sid’s pastimes
is drawing
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Lockdown Life Has Been Brightened by Countryside
Walks and Pets

Having passed the 100 day mark for Covid-19 restrictions in England, it
gave us time to reflect as a family on how we have coped during this
extraordinary period.

Say it quietly, but we have actually quite enjoyed lockdown in some ways
– particularly given the magnificent weather on occasions. Not everyone is
that lucky and we are acutely aware that we are incredibly blessed to have
a busy family life, a house with a garden and beautiful countryside all
around. This has providing us endless opportunities for daily walks, often
as a family, and always accompanied by our family dog
who many of you know from his occasional visits to the church.

One thing is certain, Beano is definitely enjoying lockdown – he has never
had so much attention and love. This can be put into context when you
consider that the time we have all been at home is equivalent to more than
a year in dog years. With a life expectancy of 15 years that’s a long time in
any dog’s life! There has been lots of talk about mental health issues for
humans as a result of lockdown, but we’ll certainly have to think about our
pets when we all eventually return to whatever the “new normal” will be.

Our love of walking gave us a chance to start a new hobby which has seen
us venture into parts of West Berkshire we have never visited before.
Having exhausted all the local walks we thought it would be fun to pull out
the Ordnance Survey map we have had for years which is centred on our
house and see how many of the footpaths on the map we could complete.
So far we have done 13 “lockdown walks” covering nearly 100 miles and
marked-off the footpaths of each walk in a different colour on the paper
map. One idea we have is to frame this when lockdown ends and have it as
a family memory of how we spent the time. Although the boys were
initially a little reluctant to go off on our weekend hikes, they have
increasingly embraced it and enjoyed seeing the Berkshire countryside.

named Tortie. Tortie the tortoise joins Beano, Suki and Toulouse (the
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We also had a new addition to the household during lock-down as the Wood
family menagerie grew again with the arrival of the unambitiously named
Tortie. Tortie the tortoise joins Beano, Suki and Toulouse (the cats) and our
four chickens. Finn has always wanted a tortoise, and a family friend who
was struggling to look after Tortie asked whether he would like to look after
him. Finn was thrilled and embraced tortoise care with exceptional vigour.
This involved hours of research about how to look after a tortoise on the
Internet, the construction of a tortoise run and rearranging his bedroom to
accommodate the “tortoise table” complete with special sand, heat lamps and
more. The relationship between Tortie and Finn has blossomed to the point
where he has trained the tortoise to sit in bed with him watching TV (!) – yes,
we’re not joking – here is the photographic proof!!

Our friends were so impressed with Finn’s care and attention to Tortie that
they have subsequently decided to give the tortoise to him permanently. As
you can imagine Finn is delighted about this, and it’s certainly a long term
commitment. Hermann’s Tortoises have a life expectancy of over 50 years
and have been known to live over 100 years – given Tortie is only 8 years
old, Finn now has a life long companion to share his lockdown stories with!

I have worked throughout lockdown, and as a business owner it has been a
very stressful time with uncertainty on how we will get through it. I’m proud
to say that so far we have not put anyone on furlough and have avoided
redundancies. The technology industry has been fortunate to have weathered
the Covid-19 storm well, but I am acutely aware that had fate taken me in a
different direction such as retail or the hospitality or travel industries I could
be facing very different challenges. For the first eight weeks of lockdown I
don’t think I have ever worked so hard. Trying to find a delineation between
work and home life has been hard on occasions. The term “working from
home” has become a misnomer. The big challenge is that on occasions it has
a not felt like “working from home” but more like “I’m living in the office”.
There has also been the added challenge of caring for some staff who have
found the whole situation very difficult and upsetting, but we’ve got through
it as a team so far.
For William, like many other young people, it has been a turbulent time. As
most of you know, he left school in July 2019 having successfully completed
three A levels and secured a place at university. He decided to take a year off
and fortunately was in a position to be able to afford to go off and travel the
world in the second half of 2019 and early 2020 visiting Hong Kong,
Australia, Thailand, Vietnam and Las Vegas. Thank goodness he went when
he did as those sorts of adventures look like they will be on hold for a long
time.
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William had grand plans for 2020, having secured work for the whole of
the summer travelling from festival to festival where he would be
working as a steward doing traffic management (something he started
doing last year). All his plans were wiped out by the pandemic so he had
to come up with something else.

He started off by volunteering for the Handy Bus team, delivering
shopping to a number of elderly people who used to take the bus to town
each week and he has made a lot of new friends in the community. He
also saw an opportunity to start his own business and has created a video
production business making short videos for toy companies. Adversity is
certainly a great catalyst for innovation!

Finally, Nicky has been looking after us all and more recently returned
back to work at Yattendon School. It has been a challenging time
welcoming young children back to a socially distanced “bubble” but she
has been impressed with how well they have adapted.

We now look forward to the summer with a certain amount of trepidation
but also some excitement. Usually we would be heading down to
Cornwall for a summer holiday with Nicky’s family who live in St Ives,
but a visit to the beach is not that appealing given recent events in
Bournemouth. So we’ve decided to have a go at something else we’ve
always thought would be fun and have hired a canal boat for a week and
will be chugging down the Kennet and Avon canal at 3mph in the first
week of August. We think it could be the perfect pandemic holiday! But
more on those adventures for another newsletter update!

Ben, Nicky, Finn, William (and Beano!)
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Are they sure they are
going the right way?
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15th April. Evening sunset over the fields, taken on an
evening walk between Leckhampstead and Thicket.

Pat & Mary

21st June. I am fascinated by the
structure of cow parsley against
cloudy skies. This was taken on
my daily walk near what is
affectionately known as
Grandad’s bench, looking from
the Manor towards the
motorway.

Pat & Mary
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Peter & Chris went for a stroll
along the Kennet & Avon Canal
near Little Bedwyn and took
these photos
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I have always been taken by these two trees on a slope above a
cornfield near Curridge. One is long-range the other is close-up.
The emptiness of the scene, blue sky and cotton wool clouds have
always appealed to me . Myles

They are the fields around John Rankin Infant school, taken on
our daily walks. I'm not sure if it is wheat or barley or something
else.

Lesley Neely
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A Country Walk!

I considered that I was very fortunate when lock-down started because I
have my dog it meant that I could go out for long walks every day. Earlier
in the year I went to a burial service at Sheepdrove. Sheepdrove is a very
beautiful building set right up on the downs above Lambourn. I noticed that
there was a bridle way leading off into the distance and thought what a super
walk it would be.
Armed with elevenses and lunch my friend Gill and I , and the two dogs, set
out on a lovely morning in June. The Sun was hot but there was a gentle
breeze perfect for walking.
The profusion of wild flowers and butterflies was amazing, when I counted
up later I discovered we had seen sixteen different flowers. The dogs had a
great time racing through the long grass at the edge of the track.
We walked for an hour or so and for lack of seat or fallen tree we sat down
on a steep bank for our elevenses. We were entertained by two Kites calling
and circling overhead. We had planned to go on for another hour or so but as
so often happens the footpath sign pointed diagonally across a field of
oilseed rape with no sign of a path. We decided to retrace our steps.
on our way we had passed an old barn and were aware as we went by that
we could hear young birds calling. We had also seen a fallen down tree and
the trunk was a perfect height for two , now weary, travellers to have lunch.
My friend decided that she would brave the nettles and try to look into the
barn. I was admiring the lovely view when I became aware of a female
Kestel coming into the tree close by. She flew towards the barn then back to
the tree - she called to the chicks and they became silent. As I watched her I
was thrilled to see her swoop down and catch what I think was probably a
Shrew. When my friend returned the Kestrel flew straight to the barn with
lunch for the young . What a treat!
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All the time during the walk we had been scanning the downs with our
binoculars for hares but without success. We had just begun our homeward
journey when a young hare jumped out of the grass and crossed the road in
front of the car. We looked at each other and said “did that really happen”.
A magical moment to end a fantastic walk in this amazing countryside. we
intend to go back - God is a great creator.
               Muriel

Our companions are Skye and Reba.
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Sue Lloyd’s dogs
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Two baby goats. Their names are
Frederico and Fernando, though I cannot
say which is which. The picture was taken
at a small holding next to Freemans
Marsh. Virtually identical-great big ears.

Myles

Toby the Turkey

Daily march of the Geese
as they cross the road at the
bottom of hill from us.

Doris & David
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28th May. We had been watching Mum
and Dad frantically feeding their chick
in the nesting box on the back terrace.
The newly fledged blue tit, flew in the
back door and had to be helped back
outside, not once but twice. No sign of
Mum and Dad since.

Rachel & Craig’s dog Ludo
on his away day to the seaside
on the South Coast
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I don’t know what all
the fuss is about? I did
my weights now I am
just having a rest but

Keith seems to be
getting in a sweat over

his

Seen on Facebook
this week.

From silversurfers.com
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Methodist Diary 2021

Standard and Extended editions available in two colours – Mint
and Mustard.Personal Organiser inserts also available.The
Methodist Diary connects Christians across the world with the
Prayer Handbook 31-day prayer cycle. It also includes a list of
Special Sundays and the list of lectionary readings for 2021.
Publication date: August, 2020
Pre-order your diaries here

Follow us on Facebook and Twitter for special offers and FREE
postage and packing days.

Methodist Publishing website

Newsletter for September
As we move forward towards a return to Worship in our Church, be it very

slowly, the need for news and information on the preparations for all will be
important. Hopefully in the next newsletter some detailed information will be

available for our return, be it on a limited basis. Guidance on these maters is
still difficult to predict at this point in July as to what the situation will be in late

August/ early September. Hopefully we will be able to give much more
information next month.

September 2020 Newsletter
Please send your articles to me no later than 16th August.

Email to newsletter@newburymethodistchurch.org.uk or send me your hand
written article if that helps (Photos as well)

David

newsletter@newburymethodistchurch.org.uk
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RIDE AND STRIDE 2020
Saturday 12th September

Ride and Stride 2020 is going ahead!
Ride and Stride is the Trust’s most important fundraising event and it is
especially important this year when many churches have seen their
income decline. Don’t forget that half the money raised by each
participant goes to his or her own church, while the half that comes to
the Trust goes into the pot from which grants are made – and we give
away thousands of pounds every year for vital repairs and restoration
work.
Ride and Stride is also a great way to see some of Berkshire’s
wonderful churches. Participants can walk, cycle (pedal power or e-
bike), drive, use a mobility scooter, or ride a horse. And those who can’t
travel from church to church can – as people have done in the past –
make circuits of their own, inside or out. Due to current restrictions
some churches may not be open but we hope that every church across
the county will have the poster on display and a signing- in sheet for
you to record your visit on the day.
Sponsorship or donations can be collected in many different ways –
the easiest way in the current climate is to use our justgiving page:
https://www.justgiving.com/berkshirechurchestrust (don’t forget to
nominate your church so that it receives its half of the money). More
information is available on the Berkshire Historic Churches Trust
website: http://www.berkschurchestrust.org.uk/ride-and-stride-2/. We
do hope you enjoy the day and please send any photographs to
rideandstrideberks@gmail.com or tag us on Twitter or Facebook.
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Picture Quiz Questions for August
What and Where is this?

And this ?


